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Share the information spread it like butter
Polyunsaturated help my people make it from Babylon
we
Escape it humility be the key back in when once we
were
Naked

Che-Fu: With limbs made of bacon I'd never bring it
Home I prefer the microphone or it's boring like a test
Tone
Genome experiments
They traced our family line
Back to the beginning of time then they manufacture
Swine
Consumer design
A new arm a new eye for all of us to try
But why does it have to be that way? to elongate ways
Past expiry date
In due time all organisms must die
It's quality not quantity of your life
I agree a new limb to ease suffering
But anything more I'm unsure
So I... 

Chorus: Share the information
Spread it like butter polyunsaturated
Help my people make it
From Babylon we escape it
Humility be the key back in Eden when once we were
Naked. x 2

Phatmospheric: Delete the shepherd
That's leading us to dirty pastures let it be heard so
The herd becomes cattle
Combinations
So we can sprout and devour
They say we lack in education table turned by karma
Ditch digging deep into pockets for each week
To cater for next week question mark after that week?
Ends made up on contracts by faulty handled pens
Ink never running out for corrupt acting leaders
Practice counters while we work on corner St Luke's and
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Now feeding mislead hip-hop
Through well earned sweat
Elite unit
Sort of SAS on our travels unravel instructions that's
Been complicated
Simple effective for higher learning stats
Legacy leads way back to woven mats
Native tongue number one English secondary
Intertwine the two seem to vary

So I... 

Chorus: Share the information
Spread it like butter polyunsaturated
Help my people make it
From Babylon we escape it
Humility be the key back in Eden when once we were
Naked. x 2

Form
Function
Mind
Matter
Greed
Power
Animal reaction. Form x 2

Ras Daan: Rude boy upon this mic watch ya stamina
Live and direct no need for dem dictator
For when this rude boy come it's a ragamuffin
massacre
He say read in ya daily paper
Villaj connection run tings wit da use of dem hammer
For dem dat not know me na scream out torture
Following ones heart is the basis of structure
For every day you must look to ya roots
Understand.

Inspirational hard drive to download another story
Euphoria
I inject
To collaborate with this theory human armour
The sky is aware of the worm and the apple
Plucking family trees leaving one head at the table
Rearrange deep thoughts feeling vague a time for a
Decision
Mental awareness
To carry us so what's the verdict
Liberal task
For pleasure tax on the rise
Disguardable clues leaving the blind leading the blind



Blue blockers create shade for me to embark on this
Next journey
Increasing the power
My status just sky rocketed
Multi lingual
A colourful piece of art labelled priceless
Catching thoughts of betrayal
And scattered ashes so I... 

Chorus: Share the information
Spread it like butter polyunsaturated
Help my people make it
From Babylon we escape it
Humility be the key back in Eden when once we were
Naked. x 2

Form
Function
Mind
Matter
Greed
Power
Animal reaction x 2
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